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Dear Parent / Carer,
I hope that this letter finds you safe and well. I fully appreciate that the last lockdown has been very
challenging not only with supporting your child / children with their home learning but also coping
with the government restrictions. I do feel very proud of our students and their resilience and
maturity in these difficult times and I would also like to use this opportunity to thank you as their
parent / carer for the support that you give your child / children with their home learning and also
preparing them for returning to school. Further to this, I would like to thank all our students who
have followed our uniform policy since returning to school last week.
Nonetheless, we do have a number of students who are not following our uniform policy. At
Beverley High School we have a uniform so that our conversations at school are focused on
learning and the emotional wellbeing of your child, not on what they are wearing. Uniform also
provides our school with a sense of community and identity. Further to this, we do not want
students worrying about what to wear and needing the latest fashion trend for school. However,
some students are not following our uniform policy. Please could we ensure that trousers are full
length, skirts are not rolled up and PE kit is only worn on PE days. Further details of our uniform
policy can be found at the end of this letter and this overview is also in your child’s planner. The
music shop is supporting parents with a click and collect service. Please do contact the school if
you need support with buying your child’s uniform or equipment, we do appreciate that the
pandemic has affected a lot of peoples’ financial situation.
Finally, please can you ensure that students do not have any form of facial or oral piercing, a clear
plastic retainer is suitable if the stud cannot be removed at this time. I would also like to remind you
that nails need to be short in length with no nail varnish. The last two points are very important for
your child’s health and safety around school, particularly during PE lessons.
Once again, thank you to the students who arrived to school every day wearing perfect uniform and
for contributing to our positive learning environment. I hope you and your family have a good
couple of weeks and a relaxing Easter break.
Yours sincerely

J Laven
Jayne Laven
Assistant Headteacher
Behaviour and Attitudes

